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Meet
SuperSib
Timothy!

Timothy is a fun-loving, caring brother to four
siblings. When his sister, Abigail, was diagnosed
with cancer it was hard for his whole family. It
was especially sad when Abigail had to stay in the
hospital overnight because he missed her so much.
Timothy and his siblings have enjoyed riding
tricycles and scooters down the hospital hallways
when visiting Abigail, and they also had movie
marathons during some of her overnight stays!
It was helpful for Timothy to play with Abigail during
her treatments because he learned about what was
going on, and it made him feel less scared. SuperSib
mailings have also helped Timothy and his brothers,
Zach, Josiah, and Lucan. When they get special
packages in the mail, it reminds them they have their
own special place within their family.

Age: 6
Favorite Color: Red
Favorite Activities: Riding my bike
Favorite memory with their hero:
Going to Disneyland
What do they want to be when they
grow up: A train worker

Find more stories about AMAZING SuperSibs, just like you, on SuperSibs.org.

How Do You Feel?
There is no “right” way to feel. And sometimes it can be hard to share how you
feel. Inside the cloud below, draw some pictures of how you feel or write some
feeling words.

Share your Feeling Cloud with your parents, your siblings, your friends or teachers,
or keep it to just for yourself.

One of our favorite books is The Invisible String by Patrice Karst. Did you know there is
an invisible string of love that connects us to our family? Even if you cannot see it with
your eyes, you can feel it in your heart. Who does your invisible string connect you to?

My invisible string connects...

to

Me
Your Personalized Emoji
If you were an emoji, what would you
look like? Make your own silly or serious
emoji in the circle and share it with us!
Have your parents email a picture to
SuperSibs@AlexsLemonade.org so we
can see it too.

Word Find!
Love
Sister
Brother
Hugs
Laugh
Sing
Strong
Snow
Smile

Dot-to-Dot!

Connect the dots below,
then color it in to make it snow!

